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Pride began as a 
commemoration 
of the Stonewall 
Riots of June 1969, 
when NYC’s queer 
community fought 
back against vio-
lent police raids. 
This was the start 
of queer liberation 
in the U.S. 

Pride Month takes 
place every June 
and honors all who 
identify as lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer 
and/or question-
ing, intersex 
and/or asexual 
(LGBTQIA+).

This celebration 
upholds queer 
dignity, increased 
visibility & queer 
contributions to 
society, including 
their central role 
in politics & the 
vanguard cultures 
they’ve brought to 
the mainstream.
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When all Americans
are treated as equal, no matter 

who they are or whom
they love, we are all more free.

Barack Obama



1) When was the first queer 
rights org formed in U.S.?

2) When was homosexuality 
removed from the official
psychiatric disorders list?

3) Homosexual conduct
(even in one’s own home)
was illegal until when?

4) When was gay marriage 
legalized in the U.S.?

5) When did firing queer
employees become illegal?

1924

1973

June 
2003

June 
2015

June
2020

Society for Human Rights — founded by 
Henry Gerber in Chicago.

American Psychiatric Association’s (APA) 
declaration also supported “civil rights 
legislation at local, state & federal levels.”

Lawrence v. Texas — Supreme Court 
ruled laws prohibiting private, consensual 
gay activity unconstitutional.

Supreme Court ruled that states cannot 
ban “same-sex” marriage.

Bostock v. Georgia — Supreme Court 
ruled to protect LGBTQ+ in workplace.
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Bayard Rustin

James Baldwin

Christine Jorgensen

Harvey Milk

Marsha P. Johnson

Tammy Baldwin

1912–1987

1924–1987

1926–1989

1930–1978

1945–1992

1962–pres.

Openly gay civil rights activist &
advisor to Martin Luther King, Jr.

Activist & prolific queer author

First transgender woman celebrity
in the U.S.

First openly gay elected official in 
CA; famously assassinated in SF 

Gay liberation activist & drag queen; 
principal figure in Stonewall uprising

first lesbian woman elected to 
House of Reps & also the Senate
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Alan Turing

Lynn Conway

Sophie Wilson

Tim Cook

Sean Whelan

Chris Hughes

1912–1954

1938–pres.

1957–pres.

1960–pres.

1967–pres.

1983–pres.

Father of theoretical computer sci-
ence & artificial intelligence

Early IBM computer scientist and 
pioneer of microelectronic chips

Helped design the ARM processor 
found in most smartphones

CEO of Apple Inc.

Made central discoveries with ebola 
& rabies; senior COVID-19 virologist

Cofounder of Facebook & co-chair 
of the Economic Security Project
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@encircletogether



Queer — describes fluid 
identities or orientations; 
often used interchange-
ably with“LGBTQIA+.”

Gender identity — inner 
concept of self as male, 
female, both or neither; can 
be the same as or different 
from sex assigned at birth.

Sexual orientation —
inherent & enduring emo-
tional, romantic, aesthetic 
or sexual attraction to 
other people.

Cisgender — personal
identity and/or gender cor-
responds with birth sex.

Non-binary — someone who 
doesn’t identify exclusively 
as a man or woman (may 
identify as both, in be-
tween, or outside these 
gender categories).

Transgender — someone 
whose sense of personal 
identity & gender is dif-
ferent than their birth sex.

Sex assigned at birth — 
The sex (male or female) 
given to a child at birth, 
most often based on the 
child's external anatomy.
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Note: sexual orientation and gender are 
separate components of identity, i.e. 
one can be cisgender gay, non-binary 
bisexual, transgender hetero, etc. 



Gender expression or pre-
sentation — external ap-
pearance of one's gender 
identity, usually expressed 
through behavior, clothing, 
hairstyle, make-up, etc.

Intersex — someone with 
bodily variations related 
to assigned sex (no longer 
known as hermaphrodite).

Homo-/bi-/transphobia —
discomfort with, fear of or 
hatred for gay, bisexual
or transgender people.

Heterosexism — false as-
sumption that all people are 
or should be heterosexual, 
which excludes the needs, 
concerns and life experi-
ences of queer people.

To “out” someone —
expose a queer person’s 
identity to others without 
their permission; outing 
someone can have serious 
repercussions on their eco-
nomic stability, personal 
safety or religious or family 
situations.

Gender dysphoria —
distress/discomfort that 
occurs in people whose 
gender identity differs 
from their sex assigned
at birth or sex-related 
physical characteristics.

Intersectionality — inter-
connected nature of social 
categories like race, class, 
orientation, gender, etc. 
and how they overlap in-
terdependently to uphold 
systems of discrimination 
or disadvantage.
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@pink_news



6. Examples of heterosexist, homophobic and transphobic microaggressions Diversity Equity & Inclusion

Phobic jokes or denial 
of the reality of ho-
mo-/transphobia.

 “That’s so gay.”

Endorsing gender-
conforming (and sublim-
inally anti-woman)
behaviors by telling 
people they should be
 “more masculine” or 
 “less flambouyant.”

 “No homo.”

Using offensive terms 
like “he-she,” “f*ggot” or 
“d*ke,” or outdated terms 
like “tranny,” “hermaphro-
dite” or “transvestite.”

Refusing to call a person 
by their preferred pro-
nouns because it’s
“inconvenient” or “too 
much to expect.”

Intentionally scrambling 
the LGBTQ+ acronym or 
adding arbitrary letters. 

Assuming queer folk 
suffer a pathological 
abnormality, are sexual 
deviants or are just 
confused/going through 
a phase.

“I don’t agree with that 
kind of lifestyle.”

Referring to non-hetero 
orientations or non-cis 
identities as unnatural, 
perverted, dusgusting 
or an abomination.





The children — stems from how queer 
youth were kicked out by their parents 
& rescued from the streets by“house 
mothers” (usually not cis-women) who 
showed them the ropes of queer digni-
ty; now often used in confident jest 
and in reference to anyone that could 
learn something from you, e.g.“Let’s 
show the children how it’s done.”

Clock — when they call out your 
flaws, e.g.“They clocked me for this 
busted pitch deck.”

Feel the fantasy — when you love 
what you’re doing in the moment, e.g.
 “Just purchased my share options & 
feeling the stock market fantasy!”

Gag — when you’re shocked or sur-
prised by something impressive or 
fabulous, e.g.“They’re dressed for the 
gods, I’m gagged.”

Give life — when you’re really into some-
thing, e.g. “Our office is giving me life!”

To read someone (for filth) — when you 
wittily expose a person’s flaws in jest; 
an advanced, humorous form of the 
insult, e.g. “She just read you for filth!”

Slay — when you do something impres-
sive or spectacular, e.g. “Our models 
slayed that photoshoot.”

Werk — when you strut or give a great 
presentation; can also sub for “cool!” 
e.g. “Ok werk, that’s how it’s done!”

Realness — stems from trans desire 
to “pass” as the “real thing;” now 
used in confident jest when some-
one’s look is unclockable, e.g. “To-
night I’m serving 90s CEO realness.” 

Tea — a back-formation from the 
letter T for “truth” for when you 
need the hot gossip, e.g. “Spill the 
tea on the new Band launch date.”

Throw shade — when you criticize 
someone in a blunt, insulting way, 
e.g. “The UX team threw some major 
shade at the Art Dept.”

7. Slang that originates from Ballroom and Drag culture Diversity Equity & Inclusion

Note: much of queer slang has been appropriated by internet/youth 
culture. If cis-het people use slang correctly & in good humor, the 
result can be a positive moment of cultural fusion & language evo-
lution. Just remember to be considerate of context & ask yourself: 
is your usage at all insensitive, mocking queer people, showing 
off/trying to seem “in the know” or just plain cringe? 



8. Tips for effective allyship Diversity Equity & Inclusion

Speak up when you 
hear anti-LGBTQIA+ 
language or jokes 
around you.

Have open, honest con-
versations across aisles.

Confront your own prej-
udices & bias, even if 
it’s uncomfortable.

Listen to LGBTQIA+ 
voices & watch movies/ 
shows with queer leads.

Donate & show support 
to local LGBTQIA+ 
spaces & organizations.

Believe that all people, 
regardless of gender 
identity or sexual orienta-
tion, should be treated 
with dignity & respect.

Don’t make assumptions 
about people—someone 
close to you might be 
looking for support in 
their coming-out process.

Use your voice/vote to 
fight against restrictive 
& oppressive laws.

Don’t support misrep-
resentations of queer 
culture in the media.

Defend your queer 
friends & family against 
violence/discrimination.

Seek to understand & 
normalize intersectional 
queerness.



A photographic history 
of the Queer Liberation 
Movement, from queer 
activist roots in 19th-
century Europe to con-
temporary efforts across 
the globe.

@lgbt_history is an ig 
account and great edu-
cational resource run by 
We Are Everywhere au-
thors Matthew Riemer & 
Leighton Brown.

This documentary fol-
lows three HS athletes 
& their unique paths as 
transgender teens chal-
lenging the boundaries 
& perceptions of fair-
ness & discrimination.
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This short documentary 
tells the inspiring story 
of Dominique Jackson, 
fierce transgender 
model, ballroom legend 
& star of the trailblaz-
ing show Pose.

Las Culturistas is a 
funny, informative pod-
cast about all things
pop culture, hosted by 
SNL’s Bowen Yang and 
comedian Matt Rogers. 

A heartwarming tv 
series where famous 
drag queens travel 
across the U.S. to re-
cruit small-town resi-
dents to perform with 
them in drag shows.
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It takes no compromise to
give people their rights.

It takes no political deal to
give people freedom.

Harvey Milk
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